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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed how we live, work and communicate. Global health teaching is no exception. Across universities, professors like us have had to quickly redesign our courses, and deliver them virtually, even as the pandemic continues to bring new challenges every day. Out of that struggle, new learning opportunities have emerged. This editorial, coauthored by 20 professors in seven high-income countries (HICs), aims to synthesise our learnings and insights from over 25 courses we taught (or are currently teaching).1 We acknowledge upfront that our insights might not transfer to global health teaching in all contexts, especially in settings where the digital divide is worsening educational inequities. We hope to learn from similar articles on how our colleagues in low/middle-income countries (LMICs) have adapted and innovated with their teaching during this crisis.

Our collective experience suggests that despite the pandemic chaos and fatigue, global health teaching can be improved (box 1) by using COVID-19 as a teachable moment to focus on equity and human rights as a central theme, and by integrating anti-racism and anti-oppression as core content and orientation in our curriculum. The online format allows instructors to centre voices from the Global South, Indigenous scholars, and individuals with lived experience of oppression and resilience. Remote teaching also helps us reach wider and diverse audiences, including groups that may not be enrolled in traditional degree programmes. Learning from COVID-19, which is widening disparities within and across countries, global health teaching must educate students to address health disparities wherever they occur, not just in LMICs. While the online format offers many challenges, we believe there are ways to increase student engagement and reduce fatigue (box 2).

USE COVID-19 AS A TEACHABLE MOMENT

Even before the pandemic, students in HICs have shown great interest in global health.2 However, over the last year, we see that student interest in global health has increased significantly. The pandemic is a powerful example to illustrate health interdependence, the need for transnational efforts and global solidarity,3 and the systemic barriers to achieving solidarity.4 It provides a superb example to demonstrate how equity and human rights are a core concern in global health. As the COVID-19 situation evolves, each class provides an opportunity to break down in real time how inequities are magnified in times of crisis. Indeed, global health professors now have mountains of new material that can be used to illustrate health inequities within and between nations, social determinants of health, global health governance, vaccine nationalism, market failures, and the inescapable link between politics, law, economics and pandemics.

The fact that a handful of HICs have monopolised a huge share of the COVID-19 vaccines is a stark indication of the persistent power asymmetry that permeates all aspects of global health,5,6 and how existing political and economic structures can be used to exacerbate privilege further.7 Global health itself needs to be reimagined during this crisis, and global health education must use this crisis as a teachable moment for...
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**Box 1  Adapting content and scope of global health teaching during the pandemic**

- Use COVID-19 as a teachable moment, and use it to focus on equity and human rights as a central theme in global health.
- Cover the importance of understanding racism and white supremacy in global health, and include content on privilege, anti-oppression, anti-racism and allyship.
- Include content on coloniality in global health and the persistent power asymmetries that affect every aspect of global health.
- Decolonise pedagogy as a means of contributing to ongoing efforts towards inclusivity in academia.
- Centre the courses, where possible, on Black, Indigenous and people of colour speakers, especially experts from the Global South, Indigenous scholars, and individuals working and living within their impacted communities.
- Teach students to see and address health inequities wherever they occur, not just in low-income countries.
- Diversify the audience and allow more people to access course content remotely, where universities permit this.

**Box 2  Tips and best practices for online teaching**

- Begin the class with a short check-in and ask students how they are doing to show you care about them; talk to students about mental health, stress and burnout, and anticipate student and teacher fatigue.
- Relax attendance requirements (especially if students are in different time zones); expect and accept attrition during the live sessions.
- Cut back on assignments and examinations; reduce the volume of readings and use shorter rather than longer articles.
- Avoid long sessions (eg, 3 hours of class time) and incorporate more breaks in all length classes.
- Reduce didactic lectures, make them shorter, and use a combination of live and recorded lectures; use the flipped classroom model with recorded lectures made available in advance, and use the class time for student questions and discussions.
- Alternate synchronous with asynchronous sessions (to address Zoom fatigue).
- Use break-out groups and short student-led presentations to enhance student interactions and participation.
- Use audience polls, interactive tools and social media.
- Offer accessible office hours (flexible times for support) and engage teaching assistants to enhance student contact.
- Assign multimodal content (eg, videos, films, podcasts, webinars, music, spoken word) as an alternative to required readings or books (but ensure this time is counted towards the overall effort/time).
- Be more lenient and kinder with grading; establish no detriment policy towards grading.
- Forego rigid, examination-style assignments in favour of shorter, interactive assignments and open-book examinations; prefer essays and short answers over fact-based, multiple choice questions.
- Eliminate late policies and graded participation, while offering rolling deadlines, to provide students with flexibility while navigating this crisis.
- Offer an honorarium to guest speakers, especially speakers from low/middle-income countries.
- Do not set impossible expectations for students or teachers during this crisis.

**INCLUDE ANTI-RACISM, EQUITY AND DIVERSITY AS CORE CONTENT**

The year 2020 was a year of racial reckoning, and we know racism pervades all aspects of medicine and society. Global health is neither global nor diverse, and racism and white supremacy are major issues in global health that continue to drive population and individual-level health inequities. Global health is delivered by women and led by men, with HICs dominating every aspect of global health. Research has shown a profound need for ongoing anti-oppression and allyship training among future public health and global health students and professionals. This need is urgent in the context of COVID-19, decolonisation efforts and Black Lives Matter.

Some of our courses included content on privilege, anti-oppression, anti-racism and allyship. Such sessions can be impactful and set the tone for the rest of the course. In fact, we would argue that all global health courses must include content on privilege, anti-oppression and allyship, informed by anti-colonial and critical race theory, as well as intersectionality. This is because our global and public health education system reinforces the same inequities it was designed to overcome. Learning about oppression that includes racism—specifically how certain groups are disadvantaged and disproportionately impacted by the public health system, and how professors, as embedded in the system, can unconsciously and sometimes consciously misuse our power and privilege when working with vulnerable communities—is therefore key to disrupting the marginalisation of these groups and to integrate anti-oppression and anti-racism into practice.
in global health. Indeed, every global health educator must actively contemplate and address their complicity in the very systems of inequality that cause health disparities. This includes but is not limited to understanding one’s implicit (and explicit) biases. Given the plethora of training opportunities now available in our institutions, there is no excuse against availing of the opportunity.

Anti-racism teaching and action in health systems and education is urgently needed, especially as we see health inequities exacerbated by the pandemic. While there are encouraging shifts, we hope people will continue to give importance to health and social equity after the pandemic when everyone will rush to get back to ‘normal’ or a doubling down on securitising global health. Issues around diversity, equity and inclusion, understood using an intersectional anti-oppression approach must, therefore, become core content in global health courses.

**Decolonising Pedagogy in Global Health**

Calls to decolonise global health apply equally to global health education. This includes global health courses that need to become more critical, reflexive and go beyond the apolitical narratives that are commonly taught in HICs. Introductory courses, in particular, should begin with content on the colonial history of global health and the coloniality that still persists internationally. While global health often turns its gaze elsewhere, we must also recognise the ongoing colonisation in our own HICs and work to dismantle that with the same commitment in order to improve population-level health.

Indeed, several schools in many HICs have hosted conferences, courses and webinars on decolonising global health. This theme is becoming a mainstream issue, even if the term is increasingly misused or misinterpreted, and largely centred on privileged institutions and people in the Global North.

Global health teachers in HICs could aspire to decolonise their pedagogy as a means of contributing to ongoing efforts towards inclusivity in academia. To achieve this, global health courses must prioritise voices from the Global South, Indigenous scholars, and individuals working and living within their impacted communities. They must empower students to connect their personal experiences to concepts and theories that they are learning in class.

Decolonised pedagogy is distinct from other forms of critical pedagogy in its commitment to centring Indigenous and marginalised ways of knowing and understanding the world, as well as a dedication to addressing and dismantling the harmful legacies of colonial and imperial powers.

We can centre our courses on Black, Indigenous and people of colour speakers, especially experts from the Global South. They can elevate our courses with their authenticity, credibility and lived experience. The pandemic and the concomitant explosion in online tools for teaching and collaboration have shown us that this is possible without burdening the environment. We acknowledge this might be difficult in courses that are taught by single professors, but even here, it is always possible to assign readings and videos that reflect diverse perspectives.

Many of us have used the online format to invite speakers from around the world into our virtual classrooms, with great impact. A large proportion of the impact came from the diversity and representation afforded by engaging with truly global leaders; this is difficult to achieve through in-person instruction due to budget constraints and travel required.

The initial work in setting up an online course is significant. However, the opportunity for greater creativity, global inclusion of diverse speakers and facilitating peer-to-peer discussion for a debate (eg, LMIC students comparing and contrasting their experiences with students in HICs) has helped to bring a livelier dimension despite the challenges of Zoom fatigue.

**Global Health Must Include Local**

Typically, global health courses in HICs focus on inequalities between HICs and LMICs. But many HICs handled COVID-19 poorly, and the inequities within HICs were exposed. So, global health education must teach students to address health disparities wherever they occur to avoid reinforcing a sense of the ‘other’. This can provide an opportunity to discuss the threat of populist nationalism to global health. We must also understand that faculty and students have histories and ongoing experiences of marginalisation. Through exposure to case studies, multimodal content and local leaders, students’ critical consciousness can be raised to recognise and problematise situations of systemic injustices that prevail in their midst, along the intersecting lines of race, ethnicity, language, religion, legal status, gender, ability and sexual orientation.

For courses set in the Canadian, Australian and US context, for example, we need to include extensive discussions on settler colonialism, and its ongoing impact on the health of Indigenous peoples and racialised groups. For global health courses in the USA and Canada, in addition, it is critical to discuss the history of the transatlantic slave trade and its legacy of anti-Black racism within and beyond healthcare. Curricula need to be contextually specific, such as the history of ‘redlining’ in the USA, a process by which the government and private sector systematically denied services to residents of certain areas based on their race, contributing to the profound health disparities we see today. In Europe, many schools of hygiene, tropical medicine and public health are grappling with their own colonial legacies and must open spaces within courses for such discussions of how these histories continue to play out in present-day global health practice, education and research. For all of these settings, we must expressly address the racism and systemic violence against immigrants and visible minorities (including in our
classrooms), and how government responses can perpetuate stigma, discrimination and violence during a crisis.

DIVERSIFYING OUR AUDIENCE

Diversity of students is another area where global health education must do better. Currently, global health degrees are concentrated in HICs, and are expensive and inaccessible for most students from the Global South.2

Some of us could open our online courses to international participants, while others taught courses explicitly aimed at professionals in LMICs (eg, public health practitioners and journalists). The online format allowed us to teach groups that we might not normally see in our HIC classrooms. Poor internet connectivity, however, was one of the big challenges, and might widen inequities by favouring participants in big cities and middle-income countries.

Some of us live-streamed our courses on YouTube to reach a broader audience, and this resulted in substantial re-viewing and access after the course ended. It will be impactful if more global health instructors could share their course materials and videos online, and contribute to democratising global health education. There is little cost to doing this, and the explosion of webinars illustrates the scalability of online education. There is a need, however, to curate and classify global health videos, courses and webinars, and create a repository that is easy to access and search. Currently, there are crowd-sourced, curated collections of global health books26 and films,27 but they do not cover online course materials.

BEST PRACTICES FOR ONLINE TEACHING

Pandemic fatigue has made us all more stressed and less productive. Students, in particular, are struggling with loneliness and mental health issues.28 Teachers need to factor this in, while using their public health knowledge to keep their students safe during these challenging times.

Teachers are struggling too, especially women academics,29 and we need to be open with students about our own struggles. Juggling work, childcare and the stress of family members and friends getting COVID-19 can be tough. Students understand this. In addition, teaching on the pandemic itself can be stressful or upsetting to students and faculty, and information for accessing support services should be made easily accessible.

While online teaching brings Zoom fatigue, lack of personal interactions and challenges with students scattered across many time zones, professors have tried many approaches to make it work.30 Box 2 includes a list of tips and best practices, based on our collective experience.1 Some of them necessitate institutional supports (eg, additional teaching assistant hours or funding to provide honoraria) but most of them can be independently operationalised. Many of these were spurred by the shift to online teaching and the COVID-19 pandemic, but should be considered for courses even after the pandemic.

In summary, as the pandemic threatens to stretch through 2021, teachers and students have a tough year ahead. We believe kindness, empathy and self-compassion are critical for students’ and professors’ wellness during these difficult times and to ensure we fully support the development of all students in the pipeline for the global health practice, policy, and research.
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